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Tatum Ridge Elementary - School Advisory Council 2021-2022 
October 11, 2021 
3:30 – 4:30 pm 
Location:  Tatum Ridge Media Center 
 

Attendance: “X” for present 

Barry Dunn (Principal) X Jill Athridge X David Widmyer X 
Sara Knouse (Vice Principal) X Kim Hewitt X Eric Hall  
Jessica Feather (Co-Chair) X M. Kristjanson  Rachel Plank X 
Deanna Baker (Co-Chair) X Stacey Grillo X Caitlin West X 
Tiffany Mangold (Secretary) X Sarah Wiener  Michael Chadwick X 
Mathew Iltis  Michael Stephens  Julie Grace  
Al Bartolomeo X Ann Mooney X   

 

Barry Dunn opened the meeting. 

Voting Members:  Dave Widmyer – made a motion to accept the Voting Members; Mike Chadwick – 
seconded; Voting Members were approved unanimously. 
 
School improvement Plan (SIP):  Stacey Grillo previously asked about the data and how we get the data 
– If score falls below 40% - we’re required to have a 4% growth; if it’s above that, we can do 2%.  
Although we are above 40%, we are aiming for 4% anyway.  Stacey also asked about tracking the data – 
Per Mr. Dunn, the data is tracked daily on i-Ready and there are three big diagnostics during the year – 
beginning, middle, end of the year.  Each child has a separate assessment which is done based on each 
student’s specific growth.  The diagnostics tell us in each different area where a child may be struggling 
or need improvement.  It shows us as a whole how we’ve improved. We used that data to sit down with 
teachers and review the progress monitoring spreadsheets by the teachers, give them guiding questions 
and they explain to us how they’re working with each child, and what support each one is getting. We 
go through every single one of the students and all of their data.  We then go through it again in the 
Spring.  There is also the reading running records – Kindergarten does letters, sounds, phonics.  All of the 
data is tracked daily and teachers sit down with administration a few times a year to make sure 
everything is covered and if anything needs to be changed.  Data from last year is not prepopulated yet 
even as of today. 
Floor was opened for questions and feedback on the School Improvement Plan – none. 
Motion to approve made by Stacey Grillo; Jill Athridge seconded.  School Improvement Plan passed 
unanimously. 

 

Principal’s Report: 

Update on COVID-19 Protocols, visitors, and volunteers – Barry Dunn 
Lunch visitors started today; volunteers started last week; masks are optional; quarantining is optional.  
Today we had a positive case of COVID-19 from the weekend and it’s the first one in about a month.  It 
was a student in a 3rd grade class, requiring a call out done to 9-10 families.  If you’re A-symptomatic, 
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you do not have to quarantine.  If you want to, you get 7 days of quarantine.  We traced back to Friday 
(last date of exposure for kids within 6 feet of the student for 15+ cumulative minutes).  We ask anyone 
with symptoms to stay home whether you’re positive or not.  Visitors are allowed back on campus.  Sign 
up sheet is by teacher.  There was a little confusion on signing up by teacher.  If interested in 
volunteering, contact your child’s teacher and/or PTO, but you must be screened by the District as a 
volunteer.  There is a different comfort level for each teacher.  Certain teachers allow visitors in all the 
time, and others may not.  PTO has great opportunities as well.  You can also call Ms. Tammy in the front 
if you want to volunteer.   
 
Math Committee met last week – family night Math Night 11/9 – Publix on Lorraine and University – 
families will come out and do a scavenger hunt – mark your calendars. 
 
Sara Knouse discussed Target Progress Monitoring– Ms. Knouse showed an example - After 
Kindergarten, we assume everyone knows their letters and sounds.  Each tier is hyperlinked, so every 
teacher in the district is using the same assessment.  4th grade example – focused on other items such as 
Fluency, Running Record, Reading Interim Assessment, Writing Interim Assessment.  i-Ready is a 
separate column on the assessment.  We’re tracking reading, writing, math.  This is separated by teacher 
and by student, and the spreadsheet will be filtered as needed.  This allows us to sort easily by which 
students need the most assistance. 

Mike Chadwick asked if PE and social skills growth is tracked.  Per Mr. Dunn, they are not tracking 
officially, but they are still reviewed and tracking growth in every special.  Students who have social and 
emotional issues are on a separate plan and those are also tracked.  When interventions are done for 
academic and behavior, we try out different things, and check baseline data before the intervention.  
We then track along the way to see if anything needs to be adjusted.  This is done on an individual basis. 

Jumpstart Grant – Sara Knouse  
Federal Relief Money – Tatum received a little over $54,000.  These funds are meant to provide schools 
a “boost” into what they’ve missed because of COVID – this is a one shot deal.  This will not be an every 
year thing, but a one-time grant.  We scored 73% Achievement for ELA – which includes reading for 3rd 
grade, and reading and writing for 4th and 5th – obtaining “Achievement” requires scoring 3’s, 4’s, and 
5’s.  ELA learning gains – These check to see whether a student learned the amount that we think they 
should learn in one year according to FSA.  Learning Gains is significantly low this year, but this is a state-
wide issue.  Some of our “bottom quartile” students are still falling in that 73% “Achievement”, so this 
does not mean that they are necessary not on level.  They’re making enough to be “Achieving”, but did 
not improve as much as was expected for 1-year’s growth –in this case it was 2-years because of COVID-
19 and not being able to complete year end testing in 2019.   

Learning Gains – we are focusing on those with the following areas: 

Interventions by teachers – takes place during the school day.  All teachers have a 55-minute planning 
period.  Some teachers agreed to work with students during their planning period for additional pay.  
Our most below level students for math and reading, that do not have a learning disability recorded, are 
being provided 1-on-1 intervention with the teacher for 60 minutes per week.  That teacher is not their 
regular teacher, but it is someone outside of their classroom.  This is important because there is a 
difference between reteaching, and a true intervention.  This focuses on their specific need, and can 
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build up on that specifically.  We are hoping that when we have other teachers providing these 
interventions, we’re going to provide more success and continue to build on that.   

Small groups by contracted teachers – teachers on leave come in and teach small groups.  We are very 
lucky because we have very skilled people that come in.  We were able to contract two teachers who 
were on leave for teaching positions because they’re on leave with their families, and they now work 
Tuesdays and Thursdays and have set groups of kids that they work with.  There are two teachers 
teaching math groups between 4th and 5th grades who need that extra boost – 15 students currently (3 
math groups).  There are 8 reading groups for grades 3, 4, and 5.  This includes guided reading, text on 
that level, and teaching them to decode and comprehend.  We also have 5 groups on English language 
learnings, which includes 19 students.  This is a student where English is their second language.   

Additional Component – Tatum Community – allowing volunteers back in – we have a new reading 
program where volunteers can come in and read with a group of kids.  Those volunteers have to be 
trained because we want them to be comfortable with the position that we’re giving them.  We do have 
2 teachers that will train the volunteers.  Guided Reading in Word Work (by reading recovery teachers).  
This also includes using the curriculum for the Sarasota Numeracy Initiative.  Volunteers won’t be 
tracking data on this, but the same supplies will be used to run the group, using the materials for that 
student and the volunteers will be trained. 

All students in the bottom quartile are receiving additional support.  4th and 5th grade have support in 
Learning Gains.  Students in 3rd, 4th, and 5th have Math and Reading. 

Mr. Dunn thanked Ms. Knouse for putting this all together and organizing it.  Deanna asked if we are 
adding to the Reading Recovery and Numeracy.  Ms. Knouse answered that we would train these people 
on guided reading for small groups, using kids that are like-leveled, by working through strategies to 
work on comprehension.  All Tier III kids are getting the one on one.  4th and 5th learning gains – 
volunteers will be supporting the teachers in the classrooms and be a guided reading station.  Group 
support will be used to target 1st and 2nd graders.   
 
Mike Chadwick asked what type of commitment is expected from volunteers?  Ms. Knouse and Mr. 
Dunn answered that it can be twice a week for 30 minutes, or anything you can do.  It can be 1 hour per 
week, 10 hours per week, etc.   

There are some gaps that affected everybody due to COVID-19.  There was a lot that was missed from 
our traditional education setting.  Some students were fully remote learners, some classrooms were 
mixed with remote and in-person.  Caitlin West asked if parents are notified when their child is working 
with Volunteers.  Yes parents are notified and all volunteers are Level II screened volunteers, which 
means a background check is done.   

Meeting Adjourned at 4:09 p.m. 

Next SAC Meeting – Monday, November 8, 2021, 3:30 pm, Tatum Ridge Media Center 


